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Revised edition with the most up to date stats, info, and sixteen pages of brand-new material! You

can make theme parks with incredible waterslide rides, or entire pirate coves complete with

galleons! Is there nothing that can&#39;t be achieved in Minecraft? Here the experts talk you

through amazing constructs which range from awe-inspiring cathedrals to wacky inventions--like the

hilarious animal cannon that catapults cows out to sea! Find out which are Notch&#39;s personal

favorites and get step-by-step instructions to fuel your own creative genius. Be ORE-some! This

updated edition includes sixteen additional pages of brand-new content!
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Mojang is a games studio based in Stockholm, Sweden. Mojang was founded in 2009 by Markus

"Notch" Persson and Jakob Porser. Markus Persson is also the creator of Mojang's best-selling

game to date: Minecraft. The alpha version of Minecraft was launched in 2009, and the official game

went on sale in 2011. Since then over 100 million copies have been sold, across multiple platforms.

It is now the second best-selling video game of all time. In 2014, Mojang was bought by Microsoft.

The acquisition hasn't changed much about the company - they still release and support games on

multiple platforms, including iOS, Playstation and many more, as well as Windows and Xbox.

Mojang plan to keep their independent spirit and continue to treat their community with the respect



and honesty it deserves. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This book was not what I thought. I assumed it was a basic overview for getting started, a book that

I could read with my 5-year-old (beginning reader) son who has just started with Minecraft and asks

"How do I...?" and "What does this do?" the whole time he's playing. However, it turned out to be

more of a "recipe" book for recreating some rather complicated and impressive structures that other

users have made.My son now watches YouTube Kids videos on Minecraft for visual inspiration.

Being a 49 year old (that's right not 7) beginner to Minecraft I find this series very inspirational. I

admit the examples are a bit extreme sometimes but between the Minecraft Wiki, YouTube and

these books, the details come together well enough. The only real limitation is my imagination.My

only complaint with the books is the physical size. They are just barley legible to these older eyes. If

the books were 8.5" X 11.00" with the same binding and print quality I would be happy to pay 2X or

even 3X the price.

My 7 year old son loves this book. I love it because it's a break from the iPad but it also encourages

reading and implementing what was read, a hard thing to teach a young child. Very happy with this

purchase! Fun combined with learning.

My son loooved it. He had all the previous books and I was afraid he would say it was basically the

same but he was super engaged and spent hours reading and using with the game.

Great series of books for my teens with tips for the game Minecraft. Thank you.

So just got into playing Minecraft with grandsons and this book has lots of tips and pictures of how

to build amazing structures in the game. I enjoyed reading it as much as the grandsons did.

This was a gift for my daughter and she loves it! The journal is well made, the leather is beautiful,

and her favorite part is the unique closure. Great product, we will order again for sure!

This was a perfect gift for my oldest son. He loves these books, and this price was just right; less

than half the price of the copy from the school book fair.
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